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Free throw line distance metres

Basketball courts come in a range of different sizes, however some features remain the same, such as the size and height of the basket and the distance from the basket to the free throw line. This guide was written to assist those planning to create a basketball court in Australia, with field line markings based on the size of the court size
of the FIBA, NCAA, or NBA regulations. In Australia, the National Basketball League (NBL) uses FIBA regulations and rules, including total field size and field line marks such as free throw and three points lines. Therefore it is recommended to stick to the size of the FIBA court for Australian basketball courts. Size of basketball court in
meters! If you're looking for field sizes and line markings in meters, you're in luck... Whether you're planning to build a small custom half-court courtyard or a 3X3 half court FIBA regulation up to a full field the NBA size, you're in the right place to get all the metric sizes you'll need for your chosen line markings. Sections of the basketball
court It will help to know the various areas of a field before proceeding - refer to this image ... Click on the image to zoom in So how big is a basketball court? International Basketball Federation (FIBA) rules require a life-size FIBA basketball court to measure exactly 28 by 15 meters. In the National Basketball Association (NBA), the field is
28.7 by 15.2 meters. In Australia, yard semi-courts generally start in sizes about 7meters high to fit the free throw line (or 9m to fit the three-point line) and 4 or 5 meters wide and upwards. Other popular sizes include; 9m x 5m, 10m x 7m and FIBA 3x3 regulation measures 15m x 11m half court. Basketball court lines All lines must be 5 cm
wide and must be painted in a single color throughout (usually white). Circle In amateur basketball, the size of the court can vary widely. One thing that remains the same on all basketball courts are the baskets (also known as hoops) are always 3.05 m (10 feet) above the floor (except in some youth competitions). Three-point arc The
three-point FIBA regulation is 6.75 m from the bin. Any shot made outside the three-point arc is worth three points instead of the normal two. The distance from the circle to the three-point arc varies according to different regulations: The arc radius from the minimum distance of the circle from SIDELINES FIBA 6.75 m 0.90 m NBA 7.24 m
0.91 m Basketball courts have a three-point arc in both baskets. The three-point line is not part of the three-point field goal area. Free Throw Line The free throw line is 4.6 m from the backboard. This is an important measure the construction of the basketball court in the backyard, although the width of the key (3.6 m) is often reduced to fit
the space without performing the gameplay, the height of the key (especially the distance of the free throw line to the backboard) should be maintained at 4.6 meters in order to effectively practice free throw adjustment Home. Semicircle without charge (reserved area) The unloaded semicircle lines consist of a semi-cicle with a radius of
1.25 m measured from the point on the floor directly below the exact center of the basket at the inner edge of the semicircle. The semicircle is joined to two parallel lines perpendicular to the final lines, 0.375 m long and finished 1.20 m from the inner edge of the final line. Basketball Court Measurement Table Area NBA FIBA / NBL WNBA
NCAA Imperial Metric Imperial Metric Imperial Metric Court length 94 ft 28.65 m 91.86 ft 28 m Same as NBA field width 50 ft 15.24 m 49.21 ft 15 m Equal to NBA rim height 10 ft 3.05 m As NBA No Charge Zone arc 4 ft 1.22 m 4.10 ft 1.25 m As NBA Center circle diameter 12 ft 3.66 m 11.81 ft 3.6 m As NBA 3-point line away from basket
23.7 5 ft 22 ft corner* 7.24 m 6.70 m corner* 22.15 ft 21.65 ft corner† 6.75 m 6.60 m corner† Like FIBA 20.75 ft 6.32 m Key (shaded lane width 16 ft 4.88 m 16.08 ft 4.9 m Equal to NBA 12 ft 3.66 m Free jet line distance from point on floor directly below the backboard 15 ft 4.57 m 15.09 ft 4.6 m As NBA * The NBA three-point line is 0.91 m
from the sideline in an area that starts from the baseline and ends when it crosses the 7.24 m arc. The distance of 6.70 m exists only at the points of the three-point line that are directly to the left and right of the center of the basket. † The FIBA three-point line is 0.90m from the sideline in an area that starts from the baseline and ends
when it crosses the 6.75m arc. The distance of 6.60 m exists only in the points on the three-point line that are directly to the left and right of the center of the basket. The NBA, NCAA, and National Federation of State High School Associations require the free throw line to be 4.57 m horizontally from the plane at the front of the backboard.
Rectangular game surface, with baskets at each end Basketball Arena redirects here. For the London arena, see Basketball Arena (London). The home ground of the Miami Heat of the National Basketball Association. In basketball, the basketball court is the playing surface, consisting of a rectangular floor, with baskets at each end. In
professional or organized basketball, especially when played indoors, it is usually made of wood, often maple, and highly polished and completed with a 10-foot edge. External surfaces are generally made from standard flooring materials such as concrete or asphalt. Sizes Basketball courts come in different sizes. In the National
Basketball Association (NBA), the field is 94 by 50 feet (28.7 by 15.2 m). According to international basketball federation (FIBA) rules, the court is slightly smaller, measuring 28 by 15 meters (91.9 by 49.2 feet). In amateur basketball, the size field vary widely. Baskets are always 10 feet (3.05 m) above the floor (except perhaps in youth
competition). Basketball courts have a three-point arc in both baskets. A basket made from behind this arch is is three points; a basket made from inside this line, or with the foot of a player touching the line, is worth 2 points. The free throw line, where you are taking a foul shot, is inside the three-point arc 15 feet from the backboard floor.
A foul shot is worth 1 point, but if you make a shot from the foul line while in the game it is still worth 2 points. [2] Composite diagrams of a basketball court with FIBA (upper half only), NBA (both halves), and NCAA (men's only &amp; women's – only lower half) marks the backboard and basketball Table Area NBA FIBA NCAA men[3][a]
NCAA women[4] Imperial 1 Imperial Imperial Metric Short Length 94 ft 28.65 m 91.86 ft 28 m Same as nba field width 50 ft 15.24 m 49.21 ft 15 m Equal to hem height NBA 10 ft 3.05 m As NBA No Charge Zone arc 4 ft 1.22 m 4.10 ft 1.25 m As NBA Center circle diameter 12 ft 3.66 m 11.81 ft 3.6 m As NBA 3 points distance line from
basket 23. 75 ft 22 ft corner[b] 7.24 m 6.70 m corner[b] 22.15 ft 21.65 feet corner[c] 6.75 m 6.60 m in corner[c] Main arc equal to NBA Equal to FIBA[ d] 20.75 feet [and] 6.32 m [e] Key (shaded lane or narrow area) width 16 ft 4.88 m 16.08 ft 4.9 m As NBA 12 ft 3.6 6 m Same as NCAA men Free throw line distance from point to floor
directly under backboard 15 ft 4.57 m 15.09 ft 4.6 m As NBA ^ NCAA Division I men's game used this size in the 2019-20 season , with Divisions II and III adopting them for the 2020-2021 season. ^ a b The NBA three-point line is 3 feet (0.91 m) from the sideline in an area that starts from the baseline and ends when it crosses the 7.24 m
(23.75 ft) arc. The distance of 22 feet (6.70 m) exists only in the points on the three-point line that are directly to the left and right of the center of the basket. ^ a b The FIBA three-point line is 0.90 m (2.95 ft) from the sideline in an area that starts from the baseline and ends when it crosses the 6.75 m arc. The distance of 6.60 m exists only
in the points on the three-point line that are directly to the left and right of the center of the basket. ^ The NCAA men's three-point line is the same distance from the center of the FIBA line basket, but it's 1.02 m from the sideline in the corners because the NCAA field is wider. ^ a b The NCAA women's arc is continuous throughout the 180°
span bordered by an imaginary line that passes through the center of the basket and parallel to the baseline. From that imaginary line to the baseline, the arch is a uniform 4.25 feet (1.30 m) from the sideline. Sections Most important terms related to the circle of the center of the basketball court The only two players allowed to enter this
area before the tipoff are players who dispute the jumping ball (usually but always centers). Both players jump when the referee throws the ball into the air, each attempting to touch the ball in the hands of a player on their team. Three-point line The three-point line the line separating the two-point area from the three-point area; any shot
converted over this line counts as three points. If the shooting player is on the line, it is counted as two points. Any foul committed in the act of firing over the three-point line would give the player three free throws if the shot does not go in, and one if he does. The distance from the three-point line from the center of the basket varies
depending on the level or league and has changed several times. These are the current distances, with the league or level that uses each distance: 19.75 feet (6.02 m): high schools (US) from 20.75 feet (6.32 m): NCAA women from 21.65 feet (6.60 m) to 22.15 feet (6.75 m): FIBA and NCAA men from 22 feet (6.71 m) to 22.15 feet (6.75
m): WNBA 22 feet (6.71 m) to 23.75 feet (7.24 m) : NBA The NBA adopted the three-point line at the start of the 1979–80 season. This is variable distance, ranging from 22 feet (6.7 m) in the corners to 23.75 feet (7.24 m) behind the top of the key. During the 1994–95, 1995–96, and 1996–97 seasons, the NBA attempted to address the
decrease in scoring by shortening the overall line distance to a uniform of 22 feet (6.7 m) around the basket. It was brought back to its original distance after the 1996–97 season. The FIBA and NCAA both adopted the three-point line in 1985. In most high school associations in the United States, the distance is 19.75 feet. This was
previously the distance for college basketball as well. On May 26, 2007, the NCAA's Rules of Play committee agreed to move the three-point one-foot line to 20.75 feet for men. This rule came into force for the 2008-2009 season. The three-point line for women (NCAA) came back one foot to 20.75 feet at the start of the 2011-12 season.
During the 2019 offseason, the NCAA Men's Rules of Play Committee adopted the FIBA arc in a two-step implementation, with Division I adopting the new arc in 2019-20 and other NCAA divisions in 2020-21. The NCAA women's arc hasn't changed yet. The international distance, used in most countries outside the United States, as well



as in the FIBA and NCAA men's competition, is currently 6.6 m (21.65 feet) to 6.75 m (22.15 feet). The WNBA uses the FIBA arc except in the corner area, where the minimum distance is the NBA standard of 22 feet (6.71 m). Perimeter The perimeter is defined as areas outside the free launch lane and within the three-point line.
Converted (successfully made) shots from this area are called perimeter shots or external hits as called during old NBA games. If a player's foot is on the three-point line, the shot is considered a perimeter shot. Low post area The low post is defined as the areas closest to the basket but outside the firing lane [5] This area is critical to
basketball strategy. Skilled low post players can score many points per game without ever making a jump shot. Key Kawhi Leonard at free throw during Game 2 of the 2019 NBA Finals. The key, free launch lane or shaded lane refers to the area usually painted under the basket ;p er the NBA is 16.02 feet wider FIBA tournaments, since
October 2010 the key has been a rectangle 4.9 m wide and 5.8 m long. It was previously a trapezoid 3.7 meters (12 feet) wide on the free throw line and 6 meters (19 feet and 6.25 inches) wide at the final line. The key is mainly used to prevent players from staying under the opposing team's basket for long periods (maximum three
seconds). The arch of the unloaded area is a semicircular arch drawn around the area directly under the basket. With a few exceptions, members of the defending team cannot pull charge fouls in this area. The arc of the unloaded zone in all North American rules is above the high school level (NCAA men's and women's, NBA and WNBA)
has a radius of 4 feet (1.22 m) from below the center of the basket. The unloaded zone arc rule first appeared at any basketball level in the NBA in the 1997–98 season. [6] The NCAA narrow-area arc was originally established for the 2011–12 men's and women's seasons with a radius of 3 feet (0.91 m) from under the center of the basket,
and was extended to equal the 4-foot radius for the 2015-16 season and beyond. Other NBA plans lines, two hash marks are drawn at the end lines near the key to mark the area known as the bottom defensive box. A defensive player can draw a charge foul within the limited arc if the offensive player receives the ball and/or begins his
guidance within this area. [7] In addition, two lines are drawn on each of the sidelines, 28 feet from each of the final lines, which designates the extension of the training box and bench. This line marks the furthest extent a coach (apart from margins) can stand. Directly behind this area is the team bench. On the mid-field line of nba plans,
two lines extend off the field of play, designating the place where substitutes wait before they can enter the field of play; directly behind this area are the various off-field officials such as the timekeeper and the reserve referee. Changes to FIBA On April 26, 2008, FIBA announced several major rule changes involving trademarks. These
changes became in force for major international competitions on October 1, 2010, after that year's Men's and Women's World Championships, and became mandatory for other competitions on October 1, 2012 (although national federations could adopt the new brands before 2012). The changes were as follows. The shape of the key has
changed from a trapezoid to a rectangle as it is in the NBA, with NBA dimensions. The three-point line returned to 6.75 meters (22 feet 1.7 in) 6.25 meters (20 feet 6.1 in), compared to 23 ft 9 in (7.24 m) for the NBA at the top of the arc. FIBA adopted the NBA's narrow-area arc with a marginally wider radius of 1.25 meters (4 ft 1.2 in).
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2019. Retrieved October 9, 2019. ^ Diagram of the NCAA basketball court (pdf). Ncaa. 2018. Recovered March 11, 2018. ^ Basketball Glossary Terms, Definition, Lane violation, Low post Archived November 19, 2008, at the Wayback Machine ^ Shaq and the No Charge Zone Rule. Manufacture in which all products were Manufacturing
where all products were 1 July 2015. Retrieved February 27, 2018. In the 1997–1998 season, nba added the no charge zone or restricted area. This is the portion of the key, denoted by an arch in the painted area which is placed four feet from the basket. The arc is important because a defensive player cannot force a charge foul within
this area. It is designed to provide offensive post-up players such as [Shaquille] O'Neal, players who drive to the basket and limit collisions. ^ ^ Fiba Central Council approves historical rule changes (press release). Fiba. 2008-04-26. Originally filed april 30, 2008. Recovered 2008-04-28. External links Wikimedia Commons has media
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